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Building on the tradition of its classic first edition, the long-awaited second edition
of Elements of Power Electronics provides comprehensive coverage of the
subject at a level suitable for undergraduate engineering students, students in
advanced degree programs, and novices in the field. It establishes a fundamental
engineering basis for power electronics analysis, design, and implementation,
offering broad and in-depth coverage of basic material.Streamlined throughout to
reflect new innovations in technology, the second edition also features updates
on renewable and alternative energy.Elements of Power Electronics features a
unifying framework that includes the physical implications of circuit laws,
switching circuit analysis, and the basis for converter operation and control. It
discusses dc-dc, ac-dc, dc-ac, and ac-ac conversion tasks and principles of
resonant converters and discontinuous converters. The text also addresses
magnetic device design, thermal management and drivers for power
semiconductors, control system aspects of converters, and both small-signaland
geometric controls. Models for real devices and components-including
capacitors, inductors, wire connections, and power semiconductors-are
developed in depth, while newly expanded examples show students how to use
tools like Mathcad, Matlab, and Mathematica to aid in the analysis and design of
conversion circuits.Features:*More than 160 examples and 350 chapter problems
support the presented concepts*An extensive Companion Website includes
additional problems, laboratory materials, selected solutions for students,
computer-based examples, and analysis tools for Mathcad, Matlab, and
Mathematica
In many university curricula, the power electronics field has evolved beyond the
status of comprising one or two special-topics courses. Often there are several
courses dealing with the power electronics field, covering the topics of
converters, motor drives, and power devices, with possibly additional advanced
courses in these areas as well. There may also be more traditional power-area
courses in energy conversion, machines, and power systems. In the breadth vs.
depth tradeoff, it no longer makes sense for one textbook to attempt to cover all
of these courses; indeed, each course should ideally employ a dedicated
textbook. This text is intended for use in introductory power electronics courses
on converters, taught at the senior or first-year graduate level. There is sufficient
material for a one year course or, at a faster pace with some material omitted, for
two quarters or one semester. The first class on converters has been called a
way of enticing control and electronics students into the power area via the "back
door". The power electronics field is quite broad, and includes fundamentals in
the areas of • Converter circuits and electronics • Control systems • Magnetics •
Power applications • Design-oriented analysis This wide variety of areas is one
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of the things which makes the field so interesting and appealing to newcomers.
This breadth also makes teaching the field a challenging undertaking, because
one cannot assume that all students enrolled in the class have solid prerequisite
knowledge in so many areas.
This book presents an in-depth treatment of various power reduction and speed
enhancement techniques based on multiple supply and threshold voltages. A
detailed discussion of the sources of power consumption in CMOS circuits will be
provided whilst focusing primarily on identifying the mechanisms by which subthreshold and gate oxide leakage currents are generated. The authors present a
comprehensive review of state-of-the-art dynamic, static supply and threshold
voltage scaling techniques and discuss the pros and cons of supply and
threshold voltage scaling techniques.
An exploration of the state-of-the-art in power conversion techniques and power
semiconductor devices, this edition features a bottom-down approach, covering
the characteristics of power semiconductor devices first and then the
fundamentals of conversion techniques. It also examines the characteristics of
modern ower semiconductor devices such as SCrs, BJTs, MOSFETs, SITs,
SITHs, IGBTs and MCTs.
Harmonic distortion problems include equipment overheating, motor failures,
capacitor failure and inaccurate power metering. The topic of power system
harmonics was covered for the first time 20 years ago and the first edition has
become a standard reference work in this area. Unprecedented developments in
power electronic devices and their integration at all levels in the power system
require a new look at the causes and effects of these problems, and the state of
hardware and software available for harmonic assessment. Following the
successful first edition, this second edition of Power System Harmonics
maintains the practical approach to the subject and discusses the impact of
advanced power electronic technology on instrumentation, simulation, standards
and active harmonic elimination techniques. Features include: A new chapter on
modern digital instrumentation techniques. Added sections on active filters and
modern distorting devices such as FACTS devices, multilevel conversion, current
source, voltage source inverters and turn-OFF-related power electronic devices.
References to international standards for harmonics and inter-harmonics.
Numerical examples of technique application. Offering a comprehensive
understanding of power systems, this book is an asset to power engineers
involved in the planning, design and operation of power system generation,
transmission and distribution. Researchers and postgraduate students in the field
will also benefit from this useful reference.
Written in plain language, Fundamentals of Power Electronics sets forth the basic
principles of power electronics. Starting with the various types of devices,
protection, and series and parallel operation of silicon controlled rectifiers, it
details all the aspects of power electronics essential to building a strong
foundation for the further study and practice of industrial or power electronics
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engineering. The author devotes considerable attention to a wide variety of
applications, from AC and DC motors, heating, and welding to HVDC
transmission and thyristor controlled electrical drives. Fundamentals of Power
Electronics is filled with diagrams that clarify the concepts presented. Each
chapter includes sections containing numerous examples and short questions
with answers. An appendix furnishes a series of power electronics experiments
that explore SCR characteristics, UJT firing circuits, voltage and current
commutation, triac characteristics, and the RC triggering scheme of SCR.
The purpose of this book is to describe the theory of Digital Power Electronics
and its applications. The authors apply digital control theory to power electronics
in a manner thoroughly different from the traditional, analog control scheme. In
order to apply digital control theory to power electronics, the authors define a
number of new parameters, including the energy factor, pumping energy, stored
energy, time constant, and damping time constant. These parameters differ from
traditional parameters such as the power factor, power transfer efficiency, ripple
factor, and total harmonic distortion. These new parameters result in the
definition of new mathematical modeling: • A zero-order-hold (ZOH) is used to
simulate all AC/DC rectifiers. • A first-order-hold (FOH) is used to simulate all
DC/AC inverters. • A second-order-hold (SOH) is used to simulate all DC/DC
converters. • A first-order-hold (FOH) is used to simulate all AC/AC (AC/DC/AC)
converters. * Presents most up-to-date methods of analysis and control
algorithms for developing power electronic converters and power switching
circuits * Provides an invaluable reference for engineers designing power
converters, commercial power supplies, control systems for motor drives, active
filters, etc. * Presents methods of analysis not available in other books.
Harness Powerful SPICE Simulation and Design Tools to Develop Cutting-Edge Switch-Mode
Power Supplies Switch-Mode Power Supplies: SPICE Simulations and Practical Designs is a
comprehensive resource on using SPICE as a power conversion design companion. This book
uniquely bridges analysis and market reality to teach the development and marketing of stateof-the art switching converters. Invaluable to both the graduating student and the experienced
design engineer, this guide explains how to derive founding equations of the most popular
converters...design safe, reliable converters through numerous practical examples...and utilize
SPICE simulations to virtually breadboard a converter on the PC before using the soldering
iron. Filled with more than 600 illustrations, Switch-Mode Power Supplies: SPICE Simulations
and Practical Designs enables you to: Derive founding equations of popular converters
Understand and implement loop control via the book-exclusive small-signal models Design
safe, reliable converters through practical examples Use SPICE simulations to virtually
breadboard a converter on the PC Access design spreadsheets and simulation templates on
the accompanying CD-ROM, with numerous examples running on OrCADË, ICAPSË, ?CapË,
TINAË, and more Inside This Powerful SPICE Simulation and Design Resource • Introduction
to Power Conversion • Small-Signal Modeling • Feedback and Control Loops • Basic Blocks
and Generic Models • Simulation and Design of Nonisolated Converters • Simulation and
Design of Isolated Converters-Front-End Rectification and Power Factor Correction •
Simulation and Design of Isolated Converters-The Flyback • Simulation and Design of Isolated
Converters-The Forward
Power Electronics is a large size technology, mainly covering four categories: the AC/DC
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rectifiers, DC/DC converters, DC/AC inverters, and AC/AC converters. This book offers
approximately 100 novel topologies of all four. The applications are used in sustainable energy
generation areas, such as distributed generation (DG), micro-grid (MG), smart grid (SG)
systems, and electrical vehicles (EV). With case studies from GE, AEG, Simplatroll Ltd, and
Chinese Power Manufacturing Co., the reader will be exposed to practical applications in
industry and real-world settings. This new edition features an entirely new chapter on best
switching angles to obtain lowest THD for multilevel DC/AC inverters. Additionally, all chapters
have been updated and include homework problems throughout.
Magnetic Components for Power Electronics concerns the important considerations necessary
in the choice of the optimum magnetic component for power electronic applications. These
include the topology of the converter circuit, the core material, shape, size and others such as
cost and potential component suppliers. These are all important for the design engineer due to
the emergence of new materials, changes in supplier management and the examples of
several component choices. Suppliers using this volume will also understand the needs of
designers. Highlights include: Emphasis on recently introduced new ferrite materials, such as
those operating at megahertz frequencies and under higher DC drive conditions; Discussion of
amorphous and nanocrystalline metal materials; New technologies such as resonance
converters, power factors correction (PFC) and soft switching; Catalog information from over
40 magnetic component suppliers; Examples of methods of component choice for ferrites,
amorphous nanocrystalline materials; Information on suppliers management changes such as
those occurring at Siemens, Philips, Thomson and Allied-Signal; Attention to the increasingly
important concerns about EMI. This book should be especially helpful for power electronic
circuit designers, technical executives, and material science engineers involved with power
electronic components.
Air quality is deteriorating, the globe is warming, and petroleum resources are decreasing. The
most promising solutions for the future involve the development of effective and efficient drive
train technologies. This comprehensive volume meets this challenge and opportunity by
integrating the wealth of disparate information found in scattered pape
Fundamentals of Light Microscopy and Electronic Imaging, Second Edition provides a coherent
introduction to the principles and applications of the integrated optical microscope system,
covering both theoretical and practical considerations. It expands and updates discussions of
multi-spectral imaging, intensified digital cameras, signal colocalization, and uses of objectives,
and offers guidance in the selection of microscopes and electronic cameras, as well as
appropriate auxiliary optical systems and fluorescent tags. The book is divided into three
sections covering optical principles in diffraction and image formation, basic modes of light
microscopy, and components of modern electronic imaging systems and image processing
operations. Each chapter introduces relevant theory, followed by descriptions of instrument
alignment and image interpretation. This revision includes new chapters on live cell imaging,
measurement of protein dynamics, deconvolution microscopy, and interference microscopy.
PowerPoint slides of the figures as well as other supplementary materials for instructors are
available at a companion website: www.wiley.com/go/murphy/lightmicroscopy
This book relates the recent developments in several key electrical engineering R&D labs,
concentrating on power electronics switches and their use. The first sections deal with key
power electronics technologies, MOSFETs and IGBTs, including series and parallel
associations. The next section examines silicon carbide and its potentiality for power
electronics applications and its present limitations. Then, a dedicated section presents the
capacitors, key passive components in power electronics, followed by a modeling method
allowing the stray inductances computation, necessary for the precise simulation of switching
waveforms. Thermal behavior associated with power switches follows, and the last part
proposes some interesting prospectives associated to Power Electronics integration.
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Most traditional power systems textbooks focus on high-voltage transmission. However, the
majority of power engineers work in urban factories, buildings, or industries where power
comes from utility companies or is self-generated. Introduction to Electrical Power and Power
Electronics is the first book of its kind to cover the entire scope of electrical power and power
electronics systems in one volume—with a focus on topics that are directly relevant in power
engineers’ daily work. Learn How Electrical Power Is Generated, Distributed, and Utilized
Composed of 17 chapters, the book is organized into two parts. The first part introduces
aspects of electrical power that most power engineers are involved in during their careers,
including the distribution of power to load equipment such as motors via step-down
transformers, cables, circuit breakers, relays, and fuses. For engineers working with
standalone power plants, it also tackles generators. The book discusses how to design and
operate systems for economic use of power and covers the use of batteries in greater depth
than typically found in traditional power system texts. Understand How Power Electronics Work
in Modern Systems The second part delves into power electronics switches, as well as the
DC–DC converters, AC–DC–AC converters, and frequency converters used in variablefrequency motor drives. It also discusses quality-of-power issues in modern power systems
with many large power electronics loads. A chapter on power converter cooling presents
important interdisciplinary design topics. Draw on the Author’s Extensive Industry and
Teaching Experience This timely book draws on the author’s 30 years of work experience at
General Electric, Lockheed Martin, and Westinghouse Electric and 15 years of teaching
electrical power at the U.S. Merchant Marine Academy. Designed for a one-semester or twoquarter course in electrical power and power electronics, it is also ideal for a refresher course
or as a one-stop reference for industry professionals.

Fundamentals of Power Semiconductor Devices provides an in-depth treatment
of the physics of operation of power semiconductor devices that are commonly
used by the power electronics industry. Analytical models for explaining the
operation of all power semiconductor devices are shown. The treatment here
focuses on silicon devices but includes the unique attributes and design
requirements for emerging silicon carbide devices. The book will appeal to
practicing engineers in the power semiconductor device community.
Power electronics is the application of solid-state electronics to the control and
conversion of electric power. It also refers to a subject of research in electronic
and electrical engineering which deals with the design, control, computation and
integration of nonlinear, time-varying energy-processing electronic systems with
fast dynamics. The power electronics field has evolved beyond the status of
comprising one or two special-topics courses. In the breadth versus depth
tradeoff, it no longer makes sense for one textbook to attempt to cover all of
these courses; indeed, each course should ideally employ a dedicated textbook.
In the power electronics literature, much has been made of the incorporation of
other disciplines such as circuits, electronic devices, control systems, magnetic,
and power applications, into the power electronics field. Yet the field has evolved,
and now is more than a mere collection of circuits and applications linked to the
fundamentals of other disciplines. There is a set of fundamentals that are unique
to the field of power electronics. It is important to identify these fundamentals,
and to explicitly academic conferences, and other affairs around these
fundamentals. This book is organized around the fundamental principles, while
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the applications and circuits are introduced along the way as examples.
Power transfer for large systems depends on high system voltages. The basics of
high voltage laboratory techniques and phenomena, together with the principles
governing the design of high voltage insulation, are covered in this book for
students, utility engineers, designers and operators of high voltage equipment. In
this new edition the text has been entirely revised to reflect current practice.
Major changes include coverage of the latest instrumentation, the use of
electronegative gases such as sulfur hexafluoride, modern diagnostic techniques,
and high voltage testing procedures with statistical approaches. A classic text on
high voltage engineering Entirely revised to bring you up-to-date with current
practice Benefit from expanded sections on testing and diagnostic techniques
Fundamentals of Power Electronics, Third Edition, is an up-to-date and
authoritative text and reference book on power electronics. This new edition
retains the original objective and philosophy of focusing on the fundamental
principles, models, and technical requirements needed for designing practical
power electronic systems while adding a wealth of new material. Improved
features of this new edition include: new material on switching loss mechanisms
and their modeling; wide bandgap semiconductor devices; a more rigorous
treatment of averaging; explanation of the Nyquist stability criterion; incorporation
of the Tan and Middlebrook model for current programmed control; a new
chapter on digital control of switching converters; major new chapters on
advanced techniques of design-oriented analysis including feedback and extraelement theorems; average current control; new material on input filter design;
new treatment of averaged switch modeling, simulation, and indirect power; and
sampling effects in DCM, CPM, and digital control. Fundamentals of Power
Electronics, Third Edition, is intended for use in introductory power electronics
courses and related fields for both senior undergraduates and first-year graduate
students interested in converter circuits and electronics, control systems, and
magnetic and power systems. It will also be an invaluable reference for
professionals working in power electronics, power conversion, and analog and
digital electronics. Includes an increased number of end of chapter problems;
Updated and reorganized, including three completely new chapters; Includes key
principles and a rigorous treatment of topics.
With this revised edition we aim to present a text on Power Electronics for the UG
level which will provide a comprehensive coverage of converters, choppers,
inverters and motor drives. All this, with a rich pedagogy to support the
conceptual understanding and integral use of PSPICE.
Offering step-by-step, in-depth coverage, the new Third Edition of Power
Electronics: Converters, Applications, and Design provides a cohesive
presentation of power electronics fundamentals for applications and design in the
power range of 500 kW or less. The text describes a variety of practical and
emerging power electronic converters made feasible by the new generation of
power semiconductor devices. The new edition is now enhanced with a new CDPage 6/12
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ROM, complete with PSpice-based examples, a new magnetics design program,
and PowerPoint slides.
Smart grids are linked with smart homes and smart meters. These smart grids
are the new topology for generating, distributing, and consuming energy. If these
smart devices are not connected in a smart grid, then they cannot work properly;
hence, the conventional power systems are swiftly changing in order to improve
the quality of electrical energy. This book covers the fundamentals of power
systems—which are the pillars for smart grids —with a focus on defining the smart
grid with theoretical and experimental electrical concepts. Power System
Fundamentals begins by discussing electric circuits, the basic systems in smart
grids, and finishes with a complete smart grid concept. The book allows the
reader to build a foundation of understanding with basic and advanced exercises
that run on simulation before moving to experimental results. It is intended for
readers who want to comprehensively cover both the basic and advanced
concepts of smart grids.
The why, what and how of the electric vehicle powertrain Empowers engineering professionals
and students with the knowledge and skills required to engineer electric vehicle powertrain
architectures, energy storage systems, power electronics converters and electric drives. The
modern electric powertrain is relatively new for the automotive industry, and engineers are
challenged with designing affordable, efficient and high-performance electric powertrains as
the industry undergoes a technological evolution. Co-authored by two electric vehicle (EV)
engineers with decades of experience designing and putting into production all of the
powertrain technologies presented, this book provides readers with the hands-on knowledge,
skills and expertise they need to rise to that challenge. This four-part practical guide provides a
comprehensive review of battery, hybrid and fuel cell EV systems and the associated energy
sources, power electronics, machines, and drives. The first part of the book begins with a
historical overview of electromobility and the related environmental impacts motivating the
development of the electric powertrain. Vehicular requirements for electromechanical
propulsion are then presented. Battery electric vehicles (BEV), fuel cell electric vehicles
(FCEV), and conventional and hybrid electric vehicles (HEV) are then described, contrasted
and compared for vehicle propulsion. The second part of the book features in-depth analysis of
the electric powertrain traction machines, with a particular focus on the induction machine and
the surface- and interior-permanent magnet ac machines. The brushed dc machine is also
considered due to its ease of operation and understanding, and its historical place, especially
as the traction machine on NASA’s Mars rovers. The third part of the book features the theory
and applications for the propulsion, charging, accessory, and auxiliary power electronics
converters. Chapters are presented on isolated and non-isolated dc-dc converters, traction
inverters, and battery charging. The fourth part presents the introductory and applied
electromagnetism required as a foundation throughout the book. • Introduces and holistically
integrates the key EV powertrain technologies. • Provides a comprehensive overview of
existing and emerging automotive solutions. • Provides experience-based expertise for
vehicular and powertrain system and sub-system level study, design, and optimization. •
Presents many examples of powertrain technologies from leading manufacturers. • Discusses
the dc traction machines of the Mars rovers, the ultimate EVs from NASA. • Investigates the
environmental motivating factors and impacts of electromobility. • Presents a structured
university teaching stream from introductory undergraduate to postgraduate. • Includes realworld problems and assignments of use to design engineers, researchers, and students alike.
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• Features a companion website with numerous references, problems, solutions, and practical
assignments. • Includes introductory material throughout the book for the general scientific
reader. • Contains essential reading for government regulators and policy makers. Electric
Powertrain: Energy Systems, Power Electronics and Drives for Hybrid, Electric and Fuel Cell
Vehicles is an important professional resource for practitioners and researchers in the battery,
hybrid, and fuel cell EV transportation industry. The book is a structured holistic textbook for
the teaching of the fundamental theories and applications of energy sources, power
electronics, and electric machines and drives to engineering undergraduate and postgraduate
students. Textbook Structure and Suggested Teaching Curriculum This is primarily an
engineering textbook covering the automotive powertrain, energy storage and energy
conversion, power electronics, and electrical machines. A significant additional focus is placed
on the engineering design, the energy for transportation, and the related environmental
impacts. This textbook is an educational tool for practicing engineers and others, such as
transportation policy planners and regulators. The modern automobile is used as the vehicle
upon which to base the theory and applications, which makes the book a useful educational
reference for our industry colleagues, from chemists to engineers. This material is also written
to be of interest to the general reader, who may have little or no interest in the power
electronics and machines. Introductory science, mathematics, and an inquiring mind suffice for
some chapters. The general reader can read the introduction to each of the chapters and move
to the next as soon as the material gets too advanced for him or her. Part I Vehicles and
Energy Sources Chapter 1 Electromobility and the Environment Chapter 2 Vehicle Dynamics
Chapter 3 Batteries Chapter 4 Fuel Cells Chapter 5 Conventional and Hybrid Powertrains Part
II Electrical Machines Chapter 6 Introduction to Traction Machines Chapter 7 The Brushed DC
Machine Chapter 8 Induction Machines Chapter 9 Surface-permanent-magnet AC Machines
Chapter 10: Interior-permanent-magnet AC Machines Part III Power Electronics Chapter 11
DC-DC Converters Chapter 12 Isolated DC-DC Converters Chapter 13 Traction Drives and
Three-phase Inverters Chapter 14 Battery Charging Chapter 15 Control of the Electric Drive
Part IV Basics Chapter 16 Introduction to Electromagnetism, Ferromagnetism, and
Electromechanical Energy Conversion The first third of the book (Chapters 1 to 6), plus parts
of Chapters 14 and 16, can be taught to the general science or engineering student in the
second or third year. It covers the introductory automotive material using basic concepts from
mechanical, electrical, environmental, and electrochemical engineering. Chapter 14 on
electrical charging and Chapter 16 on electromagnetism can also be used as a general
introduction to electrical engineering. The basics of electromagnetism, ferromagnetism and
electromechanical energy conversion (Chapter 16) and dc machines (Chapter 7) can be taught
to second year (sophomore) engineering students who have completed introductory electrical
circuits and physics. The third year (junior) students typically have covered ac circuit analysis,
and so they can cover ac machines, such as the induction machine (Chapter 8) and the
surface permanent-magnet ac machine (Chapter 9). As the students typically have studied
control theory, they can investigate the control of the speed and torque loops of the motor drive
(Chapter 15). Power electronics, featuring non-isolated buck and boost converters (Chapter
11), can also be introduced in the third year. The final-year (senior) students can then go on to
cover the more advanced technologies of the interior-permanent-magnet ac machine (Chapter
10). Isolated power converters (Chapter 12), such as the full-bridge and resonant converters,
inverters (Chapter 13), and power-factor-corrected battery chargers (Chapter 14), are covered
in the power electronics section. This material can also be covered at the introductory
postgraduate level. Various homework, simulation, and research exercises are presented
throughout the textbook. The reader is encouraged to attempt these exercises as part of the
learning experience. Instructors are encouraged to contact the author, John Hayes, direct to
discuss course content or structure.
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The Industrial Electronics Handbook, Second Edition combines traditional and newer, more
specialized knowledge that will help industrial electronics engineers develop practical solutions
for the design and implementation of high-power applications. Embracing the broad
technological scope of the field, this collection explores fundamental areas, including analog
and digital circuits, electronics, electromagnetic machines, signal processing, and industrial
control and communications systems. It also facilitates the use of intelligent systems--such as
neural networks, fuzzy systems, and evolutionary methods--in terms of a hierarchical structure
that makes factory control and supervision more efficient by addressing the needs of all
production components. Enhancing its value, this fully updated collection presents research
and global trends as published in the IEEE Transactions on Industrial Electronics Journal, one
of the largest and most respected publications in the field. Fundamentals of Industrial
Electronics covers the essential areas that form the basis for the field. This volume presents
the basic knowledge that can be applied to the other sections of the handbook. Topics covered
include: Circuits and signals Devices Digital circuits Digital and analog signal processing
Electromagnetics Other volumes in the set: Power Electronics and Motor Drives Control and
Mechatronics Industrial Communication Systems Intelligent Systems
The new edition of POWER SYSTEM ANALYSIS AND DESIGN provides students with an
introduction to the basic concepts of power systems along with tools to aid them in applying
these skills to real world situations. Physical concepts are highlighted while also giving
necessary attention to mathematical techniques. Both theory and modeling are developed from
simple beginnings so that they can be readily extended to new and complex situations. The
authors incorporate new tools and material to aid students with design issues and reflect
recent trends in the field. Important Notice: Media content referenced within the product
description or the product text may not be available in the ebook version.
Market_Desc: · Electrical Engineering Students · Electrical Engineering Instructors· Power
Electronics Engineers Special Features: · Easy to follow step-by-step in depth treatment of all
the theory.· Computer simulation chapter describes the role of computer simulations in power
electronics. Examples and problems based on Pspice and MATLAB are included.· Introductory
chapter offers a review of basic electrical and magnetic circuit concepts.· A new CD-ROM
contains the following:· Over 100 of new problems of varying degrees of difficulty for homework
assignments and self-learning.· PSpice-based simulation examples, which illustrate basic
concepts and help in design of converters.· A newly-developed magnetic component design
program that demonstrates design trade-offs.· PowerPoint-based slides, which will improve the
learning experience and the ease of using the book About The Book: The text includes
cohesive presentation of power electronics fundamentals for applications and design in the
power range of 500 kW or less. It describes a variety of practical and emerging power
electronic converters made feasible by the new generation of power semiconductor devices.
Topics included in this book are an expanded discussion of diode rectifiers and thyristor
converters as well as chapters on heat sinks, magnetic components which present a step-bystep design approach and a computer simulation of power electronics which introduces
numerical techniques and commonly used simulation packages such as PSpice, MATLAB and
EMTP.
Fundamentals of Power ElectronicsSpringer Science & Business Media
Simulation of Power Electronics Converters Using PLECS® is a guide to simulating a power
electronics circuit using the latest powerful software for power electronics circuit simulation
purposes. This book assists engineers gain an increased understanding of circuit operation so
they can, for a given set of specifications, choose a topology, select appropriate circuit
component types and values, estimate circuit performance, and complete the design by
ensuring that the circuit performance will meet specifications even with the anticipated
variations in operating conditions and circuit component values. This book covers the
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fundamentals of power electronics converter simulation, along with an analysis of power
electronics converters using PLECS. It concludes with real-world simulation examples for
applied content, making this book useful for all those in the electrical and electronic
engineering field. Contains unique examples on the simulation of power electronics converters
using PLECS® Includes explanations and guidance on all included simulations for re-doing the
simulations Incorporates analysis and design for rapidly creating power electronics circuits with
high accuracy
This comprehensive introduction to power semiconductor devices, their characteristics, and
their ratings will take you step-by-step through the most important topics in the field. Highly
applications-oriented, this course presents the student with six projects which offer the
opportunity to simulate results on a computer using software such as SPICE or PSpice. This
course is ideal for engineers, engineering managers, technicians, and anyone with an interest
in the theory, analysis, design, or applications of power electronics circuits and systems.

Written for students studying power electronics and practicing engineering
refreshing their skills and knowledge, this book includes an example based on
the section material, followed by a detailed solution. It also takes an innovative by
modeling the periodic waveforms of the circuits as angular functions rather than
time functions.
Electrical and Electronic Engineering provides a foundation for first year
undergraduates and HND students in electrical and electronic engineering. It
offers exceptional breadth of coverage and detail in a clear and accessible
manner. Suitable for specialists and non-specialists, it makes no excessive
demands on the reader's mathematical skills. The basics of circuit theory and
analysis are covered at the outset, followed by discrete devices and integrated
circuits. Electrical machines, power electronics and digital logic circuits are
treated thoroughly in a central group of chapters. Coverage of the essentials of
computer architecture and networks is followed by a detailed chapter on
microprocessors and microcontrollers. The importance of modern
communications technology is reflected in the comprehensive group of chapters
devoted to analogue, digital and optical fibre communications systems and
telephony. Two concluding chapters deal with the important topic of
electromagnetic compatibility and the basics of instrumentation and
measurement that are essential for non-specialists. This fully revised third edition
of this popular text uses a wealth of practical exercises and examples making it
ideal as a teaching resource or a study tool.
Fundamentals of Power Electronics, Third Edition, is an up-to-date and
authoritative text and reference book on power electronics. This new edition
retains the original objective and philosophy of focusing on the fundamental
principles, models, and technical requirements needed for designing practical
power electronic systems while adding a wealth of new material. Improved
features of this new edition include: new material on switching loss mechanisms
and their modeling; wide bandgap semiconductor devices; a more rigorous
treatment of averaging; explanation of the Nyquist stability criterion; incorporation
of the Tan and Middlebrook model for current programmed control; a new
chapter on digital control of switching converters; major new chapters on
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advanced techniques of design-oriented analysis including feedback and extraelement theorems; average current control; new material on input filter design;
new treatment of averaged switch modeling, simulation, and indirect power; and
sampling effects in DCM, CPM, and digital control. Fundamentals of Power
Electronics, Third Edition, is intended for use in introductory power electronics
courses and related fields for both senior undergraduates and first-year graduate
students interested in converter circuits and electronics, control systems, and
magnetic and power systems. It will also be an invaluable reference for
professionals working in power electronics, power conversion, and analog and
digital electronics.
The Industrial Electronics Handbook, Second Edition combines traditional and
newer, more specialized knowledge that will help industrial electronics engineers
develop practical solutions for the design and implementation of high-power
applications. Embracing the broad technological scope of the field, this collection
explores fundamental areas, including analog and digital circuits, electronics,
electromagnetic machines, signal processing, and industrial control and
communications systems. It also facilitates the use of intelligent systems—such as
neural networks, fuzzy systems, and evolutionary methods—in terms of a
hierarchical structure that makes factory control and supervision more efficient by
addressing the needs of all production components. Enhancing its value, this fully
updated collection presents research and global trends as published in the IEEE
Transactions on Industrial Electronics Journal, one of the largest and most
respected publications in the field. Power Electronics and Motor Drives facilitates
a necessary shift from low-power electronics to the high-power varieties used to
control electromechanical systems and other industrial applications. This volume
of the handbook: Focuses on special high-power semiconductor devices
Describes various electrical machines and motors, their principles of operation,
and their limitations Covers power conversion and the high-efficiency devices
that perform the necessary switchover between AC and DC Explores very
specialized electronic circuits for the efficient control of electric motors Details
other applications of power electronics, aside from electric motors—including
lighting, renewable energy conversion, and automotive electronics Addresses
power electronics used in very-high-power electrical systems to transmit energy
Other volumes in the set: Fundamentals of Industrial Electronics Control and
Mechatronics Industrial Communication Systems Intelligent Systems
An introductory text, Electricity and Electronics Fundamentals, delineates key
concepts in electricity using a simplified approach that enhances learning.
Mathematical calculations are kept to the very minimum and concepts are
demonstrated through application examples and illustrations. The books span of
topics includes vital information on direct current electronics, alternating current
electricity and semiconductor devices as well as electronic circuits, digital
electronics, computers and microprocessors, electronic communications, and
electronic power control. Supplementary appendices provide a glossary and
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section on electrical safety along with an explanation of soldering techniques.
This innovative approach to the fundamentals of electric power provides the most
rigorous, comprehensive and modern treatment available. To impart a thorough
grounding in electric power systems, it begins with an informative discussion on
per-unit normalizations, symmetrical components and iterative load flow
calculations. Covering important topics within the power system, such as
protection and DC transmission, this book looks at both traditional power plants
and those used for extracting sustainable energy from wind and sunlight. With
classroom-tested material, this book also presents: the principles of
electromechanical energy conversion and magnetic circuits; synchronous
machines - the most important generators of electric power; power electronics;
induction and direct current electric motors. Homework problems with varying
levels of difficulty are included at the end of each chapter, and an online solutions
manual for tutors is available. A useful Appendix contains a review of elementary
network theory. For senior undergraduate and postgraduate students studying
advanced electric power systems as well as engineers re-training in this area,
this textbook will be an indispensable resource. It will also benefit engineers in
electronic power systems, power electronic systems, electric motors and
generators, robotics and mechatronics. www.wiley.com/go/kirtley_electric
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